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EDITORIAL
HE NSW GUILD COMMITTEE as publisherof
Morocco Boundhas been pleased with the quality
of the articles whrch have appeared in this journal

during the past year and wishes to express its appreciation
to the several contributors for their interest. As with last
year, articles have been of such high standard that some
overseas organisations have sought permission for reprint-
ing in their own journals. A recent survey among the
contributing Guilds in Australia has also indicated that,
generally, there is a great satisfaction with the standard and
quality of the jounul.

But Morocco Bound is very much dependent on the types
of contributions which are submitted for publishing. Some
feedback to the NSW Committee has indicated that some
readers prefermore technical and/or "how to do it" articles
appearing in each issue whilst others do not rnind the
historical articles about bookbinding or of the esoteric
aspects of it. I, myself, appreciate all facets about book-
binding and I do try to give a "balanced" arrangement of
articles within the confines of each issue. However, what
appears in an issue remains wholly upon the aveilability
of articles received for publishing.

Morocco Board is a venue for you to publish your findings
on some research project, an article you may have come
across, a bookbinding experience you may wish to share,
questions asked or answers thereto - anything - to use in
this medium to broaden one's knowledge of bookbinding.
One need not be put offbecause he or she does not quite
have the knack for the written word: just present the facts;
it is the task for the editor to obtain something printable.
Articles appear more interesting if illustrated with photo-
graphs and drawings . Photographs for reproduction whether
BW or colour should be in sharp focus and have good
contrast or be ofgood colour density to give best results.
Drawings need only be sketched in any size to show the
basic information as these caa be redrawn by the editorial
staff to suit the published article. One does not need to be
a polished draftsman.

I was requested to give consideration to the repnnting of
some of the excellent articles from the previous issues of
Morocco Boun dforthe benefit ofthe more recentlyjoined
members. This will be done from time to time and, as a
start, an article on the making of atype of slip case has been
reprinted in this issue.
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I have been asked about the provision ofan index ofarticles
for Lforocco Bound. An index was once prepared for
Volumes I to l0 inclusive but none has appeared since.
Hopefully, I will have one prepared later this year to cover
Volumes I I to 15 inclusive with another to cover Volumes
16 to 20 inclusive in due course. It is agreed that the
provisionof an indexwould improve the usefulness ofthis
journal as a sourc€ ofreference.

It has 66"116. policy forthe copyrightofarticles published
in Morocco Bound to remain with the author while the
copynght of the joumal remarns with the publishers.
However, although it can be quite an easy matter to contact
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a publisher, difficulty can sometimes be experienced, or
even impossible, to contact the author requesting permis-
sion to republish an article in anotherjournal, particularly
if some years after its original publication. To make it
easier to 6$tain permission to republish articles as well as
being consistent with the policy currently practised by
other journals, it is proposed tbat, nnless advised to the
contrary, an author submitting an article or pap€r to
M oroc c o B o urd for publish i n g will agree to the tran sfer of
his orher share ofthe copyrightto thisjournal. Attribution
of the author's work will still apply to the republished
article.

John R Newlend.
Editor, Morocco Bound.

ROUNDING AND BACKING ys FLAT BACKS

Thefollowing afticle byPer Cullhed of Sweden appeared in The Abbey Newsletter, June 1996 (Vol 20 No 2, p.24) and
is reprinted lereinwith the kind permission of both the author and publisher. The Abbey Newslmer, published monthly
by Abbey Publications Inc of Austin, Tqas, USA, is a journal about bookbinding and corxeryation. There has been
discttssion on the Consemation DistList about whether books should be rounded and backed or bound with aflat back
by the library binder andcomment by Per Cullhed helps to put the debate in perspective.

OUNDING AND BACKING has always been a
zubject of controversy, and I think it is impossible
,to gtve a couclusive answer to this zubject ftom a

technical point of view, but one should be aware of the
culturd asp€cts in bookbinding.

Rounding and backing (whether by use of a hamrner or iN
a result of tight lacing) came into extensive use during the
l6th centurywith the binding oflarge books with relative-
ly light paper, wooden boards, tight backs and wide
squares. (Backing with ahammer was not done till later on.
Ed.) This construction is functional and many of these
bindings axe still quite sound. The rounding took up the
swell from the sewing thread and the backing gave place
for the wooden boards which could be laced on tigbtly. The
combination of tight back, rounding and backing ensured
that the book block would go back into its original form.

I think that our idea of what a binding is supposed to look
like is still influenced by these early books, but we have
changed rnany of the original "ingredients" sometimes
with poor rezults from atechnical point of view. One must
keep in mind tbat these "ingredients" constitute a system
and this system is changed if we change one or more parts
of it.

As for rounding and backing, it can be considered as a sort
of pre-set form that stiffens the spine area and makes it
more difficult for the fore edge to protrude, but also a
means ofdealing with the swell ofthe spine from the thread
of ahand-sewnbook. These bookblocks will inevitably go
either forward or backward when put under pressure in the
process of making, or in a book shelf. Rounding and
backing solves this problem. This was an absolute truth
rmtil the sewing machines came into use dunng the late
l9th century. This new technique changed the original sys-

tem because it was possible to produce books with less
swell in the spine. The change became even more evident
with the double-fan gluing technique when the swell was
nearly 6lfuninated. So we have a completely new system
that in certain cases can allow us to eliminnte both round-
ing and backing.

The Uppsala University Library began using a flat back
technique in the 1960s and this gives an opportunity to
study both the rounding and backing syst€m and the flat
back system, for example, serials. My impression is that
both techniques work well ifthey are performed with good
craft-smanship. There is one more difference between these
binding systems, and that is, that the flat back volumes
have always been cut flush, i.e., they have no squares. I
think this is amajor factorfor the relative zuccess ofour flat
back bindings, and I am also certain that the rounded and
backed volumes would have survived even better without
the squares although they would look uglier and therefore
not conform to our idea of what a book should look like.

The binding system 63s shanged so much from the l6th
century that the squares have outlived their function as a
means of protecting the book block. Many old biodings
still stand on parade with the bottom edge perfectly
straight one centimetre above the shell whereas moderr
bindings and especially heavy bindings almost always
have sunk in their cases with the bottom edge resting on the
shelf. I think this is one of the most dmstic examples where
we have kept a feature which is no longer functional
because of other shanges in the binding system.

To summarise this subject, I think it is imporant to be able
to judge which binding "ingredients" are the most suited to
one's needs and also to be aware ofboththe cultural andthe
technical aspects of the chosen binding system.
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BINDING SINGLE SHEETS

Ct INGLE SHEET BINDING is always a problem for
\ conscientious binders, and although there are
\J several solutions, depending on the conditions, one

most frequently resorts to variations on the 'perfect'bind-
ing theme, as it is ironically called in the trade.

Formany years I have beenusing the familiar'lumbecking'
style (does anyone knowthe originofthisword?). However,
on leafing through the literature, I have come across a
couple of variations which may be of interest.

Firstly, standaxd lumbecking.

Ifan existing book is falling apart, the pages should be
removed one by one and inspected to enstre that there is
no old glue on the spine edge and that no pages are stuck
together. It may be necessary to fim off the edge if very
adherent hot melt glue has been used, as long as there is
enough room in the gutter. (Ihe 'gutter' is the distance
between the inside edge ofthe text and the back ofthe page
or the fold of the section).

The pages, old or new, should be knocked up to the spine
with a piece of thin, flexible card, with the grain parallel
to the spine, on each side Q use old cornflakes packets).
They should be firmly gripped in the lying press with 75 -
l00mm standing out.

Bend the pages oyer z$ far as possible and rapidly coat the
exposed edges with thin PVA. Do the same on the other
side, then stand them up vertically and drop them further
down into the press. Rub as much glue as possible into the
spine, wipe offany surplus and leave to dry. (Figure l)
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When dry, replace the comfl akes packet with a thick board
and make saw cuts with a fine saw about 3mm deep along
the spine. I like to make them at an angle of45' to the spine
and also angle them in at 45' for ma"rimum retention of the
string. (Figures 2 and 3)

Spine I

I ::1:T:'::: I I' FRONT ELEVATION

Figure 2

LOOKING DOWN ON SPINE

Figure 3

Brush the fust cut with PVA and press in a piece oftbread -
linen sewing thread, hemp or sisal from unravelled string,
etc. Press the threads down to the bottom of the saw cut
with a blunt knife, brush with more PVA and put in more
thread. Continue until all the slots are full and leave to dry
well.

When absolutely dry, cut the hanging ends of the threads
to about 5mm, fray them out on a piece of metal or thick
plastic with the end of a boot knife, and glue them down
with PVA. (Figwe 4)

Figure 4

Cut a strip of paper, the same colour as the sheets and just
wide enough to cover the ftayed ends and glue it on too.
Press well.

You now have a rectangulil book block which can be
treated in several ways. Ifit is a soft paperback, it can be
glued back into its case, whilst for a better job, add
endpapers, glue tapes and scrim to the spine and make a
square-back case in the usual way.

VARIATIONS

l. If the paper is soft, and the back is fairly thick - the
standard'airport' paperback - it is possible to round and
back it to some extent. To do this, saw in the slots before
gluing up the spine, then remove the thick boards and put
back in the lying presswith about 20mm projecting. Take
a length of 2 inch masking or packaging tape and stick itFigure I

- --]- -Glue--------r'
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firmly to the back. Trim it so that there is no overhang. The
tape will hold all the pages together. (Figure 5)
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Reverse the lying press and do the same at the other end.
(Figure 7)

Take the book out ofthe press and carefully round it with
the fingers. Place apiece ofcornflakes packet on each side
and put it back in the press with 75 - l00mm standing out.
Remove the adhesive tape. Glue up the spine as for lum-
becking, press cords into the slots, fray out the ends and
cover them with a strip of paper.

Whilst the spine is still soft but not 'tacky', put the book in
the lying press between backing boards and cautiously
back the spine using a bone folder. (Frgure 6)

Figure 6

A hammer may cause the pages to split, so you must be
very careful. In any case, you probably will not get a full
90' shoulder, but a smallel angl6 would be quite accept-
able. Finish with an ordinary manilla backed case.

Reference: Gross, Henry: Sinplified Bookbiniling.
Van Nostrand Reinholt, 1976.

2. This method is a cross between lumbecking and'cleat'
sewing and is considered suitable where there is not
enough 'gutter' for side sewing, and also as a temporary
binding.

Put the sheets between thick boards and place in the lying
press with about l5mm standing out. Make the first 3mm
saw cut staight across the spine, angled at 45', about
l5mm from the end. Make tbree more cuts, exactly the
same, moving towards the midpoint of the spine.

Remove the book, replace the thick board with thin sard
and glue up as for lumbecking. Bend the thin card out ofthe
way whilst the glue is still tacky, thread a piece of 4-core
linen thread (or two pieces of 2-core) with a needle at each
end and tie up the book as shown in Figtnes 8 and 9, pulling
the thread tightly at each step.

Diagram for the r'rght hand thread.
Left hand thread is the reverse.

Figure 9

Push the thread down into slots 4 and 5, cross the threads
over at the back and come back to the front through slots
3 and 6. Loop through the piece ofthread at A and retum
to the back through slots 2 aad 7. Return to the ftont
through slots I and 8 and tie off on the front threads,
leaving an end to glue down on the spine.

When finished and dry, press well to force the longitudinal
thread into the paper and proceed as for a normal s$uue
back.
Reference: Ashman, Johnz Bookbinding, A & C Black,
1981.

June McNicol,
Tarragindi, Qld.
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TECHNIQUE FOR PRESERVING THE BACK OF A DAMAGED BOOK

Translated lrom the article Dy Robert Jourdain pr blished in Relieures et Papien, Yol I 2 No I .

//\ FIEN THE BINDER is confronted with the prob-

I I tem of trying to save the partially disintegrated
\-/ back of a paperback book. This applies particularly

to populu French editions which are traditionally lightly
sewn, not rounded, backed or trimmed but put in a light
paper cixe with the intention that the buyer will have the
book properly bound. Of course, the temptation is to use
the book as it is, and it frequently falls apart.

The following method can be used for salvaging the bits of
paper on the spine and it also applies to olu more familiar
paperbacks, particulady the older ones with sewn sections
s1d thin spine glue. In this type of book, the spine paper
usually splits into long thin strips with the breaks occurring
between sections.

ln essence, the spine paper is first pasted on to a support
piece ofpaper, and when dry and firlly adhered, the book
is pulled down dry. That is, the thread inside the sections
is cutandeach sectionis carefully eased fromthe adjoining
one and also from the spine paper.

When the spine bas been fully removed, it is pasted to a
strengthening piece ofpaper and dried under tension to
keep it flat. The support piece is then damped until the
paste softens, when it is carefully removed. The spine
piece is now mounted only on the stengthsning piece and
this can be used as a full spine piece on the restored
binding.

DETAILS.
You will need a piece of Japanese paper of medium
thickness and 20mm wider and longer than the book, and
anotherpiece 20mm wider and longer than the first. Paste
the spine of the book with reversible paste (commercial,
flour, rice or methyl cellulose) and put the fust piece of
Japanese paper on it, well moistened to rela( it. Rub down
well under a piece of white paper or Gladbakeru as shown
in Figure l.

Allow to dry for several hours, then pull down the sections
as usual, easing offthe pieces ofpaper from the back with
a thin folder or scalpel. If any pieces come loose, stick them
back onto the Japanese paper.

Relax the second piece of Japanese paper and smooth it
onto a melamine covered board. Secure it to the board
round the edges with adhesive tape. This paper is past€d
and the spine with its paper support is placed centrally on
it. Rub down well. The book spine is now sandwiched
between layers of Jap:uese paper as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

When fairly dry, the unallerpiece is damped with asponge
and carefully removed when the paste softcns. Bcfore
drying starts, slide any misplaced pieces into position,
redamping if necessary. As the paper dries, it will shrink,
creating a tension and dry flat. Allow to &y for 12 hours
and checkthatall the pieces are still inplace, rubbingdown
under GladbakerM with the bone folder ftom time to time.

Remove the paper from the board andtrim to size, leaving
a strip down the sides as a mounting guard or hinge if
necessarY' 

June McNicoI.
Trrregindi, Qld.

LEATHER SPLITTING

Suzy Braun is organising another batch of lealhers for
splitting. Those int€rested in participating in her scheme
should make enquiries on telephone (02) 9558 6556.



This article is reprintedfron Morocco Bound (Vol 7 No 1, February t9E6) but with some amendments. The slip case
herein descibed, when scored andfolded, will give a stong and igid boxfor protection ofa bookfrom dust and haidling.
On account ofits strength, this type of box is also most suitablefor housing multi-volume book sets such as yourNational
Geographic and Australian Geographic magazines. The box is also quite easy to make.
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IIE SLIP CASE is made from a single sheet of
board, the thickness of which is determined by the
dimensions of the book or books. If the slip case is

correctly made, the book or books should fit snugly inside
the box with gentle support and be capable of "slipping
out" when the case is upended. Ifthe case is too loose, the
book could accidentaliy fall out, while a tight case will
require too much force to extract the book. The use of
finger holes is not recommended as strain may be placed
on the book hinges and the binding may become soiled.
Other thin gs to safeguard against are illustrated in Figure I .

WELL FITTED SLIPCASE

FAULTY SLIPCASES

Figure I

STEP 1. Setting out and cutting the board. Measure the
overall height and thickness ofthe book(s) and transfer the
measurements to the boatd. Accurate measurement is
essential; the use of callipers or measuring jigs is suggest
ed. The setting out ofmeasurements about the centre-line
as shown in Figure 2 should rezult in the correct clearances
for the fold-overs and squareness offit being obtained. An
extra 2mm to both the height and book thickness plus an
allowance forthe thickness ofthe covering material should
be incorporated.

Cut out the board. If it is desired to line the inside of the
box, do not score and fold at this stage.

MOROCCO BO(IND

MAKING A SLIP CASE
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STEP 2. Lining the inside of the [ox. Cut the lining
material or acid-free paperto the shape as shown in Figure 3

Figure 3

and attach using paste or PVA/
paste mix to the "interior" side
ofthe board (i.e. the side of
the board which will become
the interior of the box after
folding). Place the board un-
der weights or lightly in a
press and allow to dry com-
pletely (say a for a day or even
longer). Leave under the
weights until you are imme-
diately ready to commence
Step 3 to reduce the board's
tendency to curl.

STEP 3. Scoring and folding. Score along the dotted lines
using a sharp knife and steel staight edge (refer to Figure 2),
and fold the board to shape. See Figure 4.

STEP 4. Gluing-up the box. Apply PVA adhesive to the
contact surfaces ofthe fold-overs and attachthem together.
(Figure 5). Check that all edges ofthe box are even as well
as for fit and square. To ensure that adhesionbetween the
surfaces is tight, insert the book (wrapped in wax paper) or
timber template of the same size and draw up tightly using
sticky tape and leave to dry.

Apply F/A
to these
surhces

J, R, N,

Figure 5

J. R, N.
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STEP 5. Completing the box. Cut offboth the protruding
tabs andlightlysmoothedgeswith abrasivepaper. @igure 6).

Remove tabs Gently remove the sticky tape. If
a coated type board was used,
there maybe no needto cover the
box with a covering mal€rial or
cloth, so your box is now ready
for use.

However, if covering of the box
is desired ....

Figure 6

l{=
\{=
J=

J. R. N,

STEP 6. Covering the box. Apply glue to the botiom of
the box and attach to a piece of cloth, leaving plenty of
room all round forthe folding. Rubwellin. Markoutonthe
cloth the cut lines as shown in Figure 7. Cut where shown,
apply PVA and fold up the cloth sides in lhe oder of the
numbered sequence as shown as shown in the figure. Your
box is now complete.

J. R. Newlend.
Birchgrove, NSW.

Figure 7
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TTlfIE DECEMBER 1996 number of Paper Conser-

I vation Ners, the journal of the Institute of Paper
I Conservation (U.K.) contains comments by experts

in well-known conservation centres. The dressings they
consider are the familiar neatsfoot oil/lanoline and potas-
sium lactate.

The latter was populax up to a few years ago on the theory
that modern tanning removes 'in-tans' which help to pre-
serve it, from the leather. A l0o/o solution of potassium
lactate was thought to compensate for the 'in-tans' and was
applied to joints, headcaps and turn-ins ofnew leather until
it was pointed out that to restore the full amount of in-tans',
several litres of lactate would be required per square metre
of leather.

Peul Storch (Obiects Consemator, Minnesota History
Centre) thinks potassium lactate can harm leather as there
have been cases of a deposit being formed on the surface.
He no longer uses it. He also points that many conservators
no longer recommend neatsfoot oil/lanoline either.

John Mclntyre (Head of Preservation, National Library
of Scolland) agrees that using potassium lactate is a waste
of time. He also thinks that oil-based leather dressing is not
a preservative as it plays no part in combating chemical
reactions. However, it lubricates the collagen fibres, pro-
viding protection against premature breakdown where the
leather is subjected to a mechenical function as it is in
bookbinding. In his experience, neatsfoot oiVlanoline is
beneficial.

Soren Ibsen (Consemator, NTNU University Library,
Non'ay) is in favour of leather dressing, but as it is difficult
to get clean neatsfoot oil and Ianolin will eventuallybecome

NEEDLE TEARING

method for cuuing strips of Japanese mendi:rg
tissue which will give frayed edges which is more
desirable for use in paper restoration, guarding or

reinforcing the section folds ofa book is by needle tearing
The disadvantage of cutting tissue with a sharp knife,
scissors or guillotine is that the cut edges are sheared-off
square and are not frayed. Needle tearing is reasonably
quick and ensures that a frayed edge will be obtained whilst
still retaining a straight cut.

To do this, take a piece ofthick board oflength greater than
the lengths of tissue strips desired and score several
parallel cuts with aknife in the board at 3 to 5mm apart. See
diagram at Figure L
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acidic, she prefers the product Maroquin Leatherbalm
formulated by the German Leather Museum in Offenbach
(Frankfurt, Germury).

rilim Smit (Head of Conservarton, KoninHijke Bibli-
otheelg The Hague, Netherlands) quotes Nicholas Pick-
woad,aBitish conservationexpert, who says "It (lanolin/
neatsfoot oil) isn't a cure-all, it isn't simple, but it can help
in the right place at the right time on the right skins".
Pickwoad also points out that leather remains flexible
through moisture and that the oils and fats in the dressing
help lubricate, but do not give flexibility to the leather.
Smit also found that the leather has to have a relative
humidity @$ of 70%, otherwise the fatty substances do
not soak in. A low RH also means that the leather has a low
moisture content, weakening the binding's sfiength. The
book should be exposed to at least 70% RH for several days
before applyi-ng the &essrng.

It is clear ftom all these comments and experiences ttrat an
indiscriminate use of leathe. 6lsssing can produce undesir-
able results, though findingthe right conditions is obvious-
ly beyond the scope ofthe average bookbinder. The only
conclusion one can draw, at the moment, is tlat one should
proceed with caution and realise that although a nicely
oiled book provides such personal satisfaction, it may not
be correspondingly good for the book.

Reference: Leather Dressing: to ilress or not to dress.
Toby Raphael and Ellen McCrady, Leather
Consert,ation News,Yol l No l, Spring 1983.

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, Qld.

JAPANESE TISSUE

MOROCCO BOUND

MORE ABOUT LEATHER DRESSING

Morocco Bound, May 1995 (Vol 17, No 2), published an article Dy Bitl Horton of the Queensland Bookbinders' Guild
quoting a paper by Toby Raphael and Ellen McCrady showing that dressing of leather has little effect on the leather's rate
of deteioration; infact in some cases, it could actually be dangerous. Researchinto this matter is dfficult and expensive,
and at present, conservators have to make decisions on their own expeience and the information is available.

Place your piece of Japanese tissue
over the scored board and hold along
the top with another strip of thick
board or straight edge. Take a sewing
needle and firmly trace along the tis-
sue away (from the holder) along the
scored lines to the widths desired for
the strips. The idea is to give creases in
the tissue while tearing some of the
paper fibres. Pick up the tissue and
gently tear apart into strips along the
creases made in the paper. Your mend-

ing strips should now have frayed edges suitable for
guarding or for other paper repair.

Thick board with
parallel scored lines

3 - Smm apart

Figure I


